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When Watson and Crick learned of Pauling's hypothesis, they understood from existing data that Pauling was
wrong [80] and that Pauling would soon admit his difficulties with that structure. Let me, I did my undo step.
Then we would make a prediction, and we could even view this as step 4, our prediction. From the 16th
century onwards, experiments were advocated by Francis Bacon , and performed by Giambattista della Porta ,
[32] Johannes Kepler , [33] and Galileo Galilei. Science encompasses a large body of evidence collected by
repeated observations and experiments. New theories are sometimes developed after realizing certain terms
have not previously been sufficiently clearly defined. Using clues painstakingly assembled over decades,
beginning with its chemical composition, it was determined that it should be possible to characterize the
physical structure of DNA, and the X-ray images would be the vehicle. When the behavior of research
directors or department chairs diverges from expectations for good practice, however, the expected norms of
science become ambiguous, and their effects are thus weakened. But there is uncertainty about the extent to
which individual scientists adhere to such norms. The task of systematizing and extending the understanding
of the universe is advanced by eliminating disproved ideas and by formulating new tests of others until one
emerges as the most probable explanation for any given observed phenomenon. The standards and
expectations for behavior exemplified by scientists who are highly regarded for their technical competence or
creative insight may have greater influence than the standards of others. But policies and procedures adopted
by some government research agencies to address misconduct in science see Chapter 5 represent a significant
new regulatory development in the relationships between research institutions and government sponsors. A
variable is a factor in an experiment ex: amount of sunlight, temperature of room, etc.. Research fields that
yield highly replicable results, such as ordinary organic chemical structures, are quite different from fields
such as cellular immunology, which are in a much earlier stage of development and accumulate much
erroneous or uninterpretable material before the pieces fit together coherently. Than fresh water. Sometimes,
but not always, they can also be formulated as existential statements , stating that some particular instance of
the phenomenon being studied has some characteristic and causal explanations, which have the general form
of universal statements , stating that every instance of the phenomenon has a particular characteristic. Michael
Polanyi made such creativity the centerpiece of his discussion of methodology. In the early stages of
pioneering studies, particularly when fundamental hypotheses are subject to change, scientists must be free to
use creative judgment in deciding which data are truly significant. Ask a question. But political, financial, or
other sources of bias can corrupt the process of data selection. When I'm talking about iterate, you're doing it
over again, but then, based on the things that you've learned. I messed up. On the contrary, if the
astronomically massive, the feather-light, and the extremely fast are removed from Einstein's theories â€” all
phenomena Newton could not have observed â€” Newton's equations are what remain.


